
AUGSBURG
GERMANY, 1194

The Eucharistic miracle of
Augsburg, is known locally as
Wunderbarlichen Gutes – 
“The Miraculous Good”. It is
described in numerous books
and historical documents that
can be consulted in the civic
state library of Augsburg. 
A stolen Host was transformed
into bleeding Flesh.  In the
course of the centuries,
several analyses were
completed of the Holy
Particle that have always
confirmed that human Flesh
and Blood are present. Today
the Convent of the Heileg
Kreuz (Holy Cross) is taken
care of by the Dominican
Fathers. 

n 1194, a woman from Augsburg who was
particularly devoted to the Most Holy
Sacrament, received Holy communion.

After communion, without being noticed, she
put the Host in a handkerchief, took the Blessed
Sacrament home and placed the Eucharistic Species
in a container of wax inside a cupboard. In those
days it was very difficult to find tabernacles in the
church so as to be able to practice Eucharistic
worship. Only in 1264, with the introduction of
the Feast of Corpus Domini (Corpus Christi) did
such devotion become commonplace. 

Five years passed and on the 11th of May 1199,
the woman, tormented by remorse, confessed to
the superior of the convent of the Heilig Kreuz,
Father Berthold, who had her bring the Host
back. The priest opened up the wax covering that

enclosed the Host and saw that the Holy
Eucharist had been transformed into bleeding
Flesh. The Host appeared “divided into two
Parts connected together by the thin threads 
of the bleeding Flesh.” Father Berthold went
immediately to the bishop of the city of Udalskalk
who ordered that the Miraculous Host be
“transferred, accompanied by the clergy and by
the people into the cathedral and exhibited in
an ostensorium of crystal for public worship.” 

The miracle continued:
the Host began to grow and to swell up and this
phenomenon lasted before the eyes of all from
Easter Sunday until the Feast of St. John the
Baptist. Following this, Bishop Udalskalk had
the Host brought back near the convent of the
Heilig Kreuz and proclamed that “in memory

of such a memorable and extraordinary event,”
there should be a special commemoration each
year in honor of the holy relic.

In 1200, Count Rechber donated to the
Augustinian Fathers a rectangular chest of silver
with an opening in the front for the placement of
the Host of the miracle. Besides the Eucharistic 
miracle, other extraordinary incidences took
place, such as the apparition of the Host with
Baby Jesus dressed in white with radiant face and
His forehead encircled with a crown of gold, or in
another case the bleeding of the crucifix of the
church, or the apparition of Jesus blessing the
assembly of worshippers. 
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Convent of the Heilig Kreuz (Holy Cross) Augsburg

Reliquary containing the Host of the miracle known as
Wunderbarlichen Gutes
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BENNINGEN
GERMANY, 1216

In 1216 the village of
Benningen was the location
of a Eucharistic miracle in
which the Host bled. A few
years later in 1221, the citizens
of Benningen began the
construction of a chapel in
honor of this miracle which
is known as Riedkapelle zum
Hochwürdigen Gut. 
From 1674 to 1718 the
Riedkapelle was rebuilt and
enlarged to accommodate
the large number of pilgrims.
Each year, during the Feast
of Corpus Domini (Corpus
Christi), the parish of
Benningen makes a procession
to the Riedkapelle, to celebrate
the commemoration of
the miracle.

n ancient document of 1216 tells the story
of two millers who, for years, had been at
odds with each other. One day, one of them,

exasperated by yet another argument, received
Holy Communion and then afterwards stole a
consecrated Host that he then hid among the 
stones of the mill of his neighbor with the intent
of slandering him. During the Feast of St. Gregory,
the Host began to bleed so profusely that all of
the village and the Bishop learned about it.

The blasphemous miller repented
and confessed his misdeed. The paintings of the
chapel built in honor of the miracle were done by
Johann Friedrich Sichelbein to illustrate the story.
The portrait above the altar shows the Bishop of
Augsburg, Frederich, who deposited the Host in

a precious container in the Church of St.
Martin in Memmingen. In the course of the
centuries, owing to historical events, the traces
of the precious relic were lost. For a long time,
it was believed that the paintings that adorn the
Chapel were copies of those exhibited in the
Monastery of Ottobeuren. Only during the
restoration of 1987 was it discovered that the
paintings were the originals. On the wooden
ceiling there are frescoes illustrating the Passion
of Christ and scenes from the Old and New
Testament. 
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The external façade of the Riedkapelle

Inside the Riedkapelle

Johann Friederich Silbelbein (1640).
Procession of the miraculous Host
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BETTBRUNN
GERMANY, 1125

In the Eucharistic miracle
of Bettbrunn, a very pious
farmer in an excess of zeal
stole a sacred Host which
he brought to his farm in
Viehbrunn. One day,
the Host accidentally fell to
the ground, but no one could
pick up the Sacred Species.
Everything was tried, and
finally the Bishop of
Regensburg intervened.
The Bishop was able to pick
up the Host only after
promising the Lord that he
would build a church in
honor of the Blessed
Sacrament. The report of 
the miracle spread rapidly 
and attracted a large number
of pilgrims. 

he building of the village of Bettbrunn and
of the present-day Church of the Holy
Savior owe their existence to a Eucharistic

miracle that took place in 1125. In the place
where the town and the church are located 
now, there was once only a small farm called
Viehbrunn; next to it was a well that was used to
give water to the livestock. The owner was a man
who was deeply devoted to the Most Holy
Sacrament. This man lived an hour and a half
away from the parish church of Tholling and he
was not always able to attend Mass. Because of
his zeal, he decided to solve the problem of not
always being able to attend church by secretly
stealing a Sacred Host and taking the Blessed
Sacrament home with him. The farmer took the
stick that he always brought with him and made
an opening on the top end of it, into which he

placed the Sacred Host. Every day, when the
livestock were resting, he stuck his stick into
the ground and knelt before the Most Holy
Sacrament for many hours. For several months,
the man continued in this manner until one
day, without thinking, he impulsively threw the
stick with the Blessed Sacrament at a herd that
had strayed too far. 

The Host fell on the ground and the
farmer, deeply saddened, bent down to pick up
the Blessed Sacrament. Every attempt to lift the
Host up proved to be futile and when he did
not know what else to do he sent for the parish
priest of Tholling. But the priest was also not
able to pick up the Blessed Sacrament and
finally they approached the Bishop Hartwich of
Regensburg, who immediately went to the

place of the miracle with all his clergymen. Only
when he promised to build a chapel in that place
did he succeed in picking up the Host from the
ground. In 1125, the building of the chapel was
completed and the precious relic was kept in this
place until 1330 when a fire destroyed everything.
The chapel was later reconstructed and in its
interior they placed one of the pillars that had
been saved from the fire. 
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The faithful on a pilgramage to Bettbrunn

Ancient representation of the Church of  San Salvatore

Church of San Salvatore,
Bettbrunn
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ERDING
GERMANY, 1417

On Holy Thursday 1417 a
peasant stole a consecrated
Host, which, in the course of
his journey, escaped from his
hands and flew away in the
air.  He tried in vain to catch
the Sacred Host.  It was only
thanks to the direct interven-
tion of the Bishop that he was
able to recover the Sacred
Particle.  A chapel was 
immediately built on the site
where the miracle occurred.
There were many cures and
wonders attributed to the
veneration of this miracle.

poor peasant of Erding could find no way
to improve his economic state, despite 
working many hours every day. His neigh-

bor on the other hand, who did the same work,
succeeded in living prosperously.  One day the
peasant asked his neighbor how he had succeeded
in earning so much and the man confided to him
that his success was owed to the fact that he kept
the Blessed Sacrament in his house.  The poor
peasant, ignorant in the faith, thought that the
Blessed Sacrament was a type of amulet, and
decided to imitate his neighbor.  He went to
Mass on Holy Thursday and after having received
Communion, hid the Host in his clothes and left
the church with the Holy Eucharist.  During his
journey, however, his conscience began to accuse
him, so he decided to bring the Sacred Particle
back.  During the trip, however, the Host slipped

from his hand and disappeared in the air.  He
searched everywhere, to no avail.  Frightened by
what had happened, he immediately ran to
inform the pastor, who immediately went to the
spot where the Host had disappeared.

As soon as he arrived the priest
saw the Sacred Particle resting on a clump of
dirt, emitting a bright light.  He reached for the
Sacred Host, which again flew up in the air and
disappeared.  The priest alerted the Bishop who
wanted to go in person to the site of the mira-
cle.  And again the Sacred Particle flew up in
the air. The Bishop and the townspeople then
decided to build a chapel in honor of the
Eucharistic Wonder.  There were so many
crowds of pilgrims that flocked there that in
1675, local authorities decided to construct a

new and bigger sanctuary in the baroque style.
On Sept 19, 1677, Bishop Kaspar Kunner of
Freising blessed the new church, which was dedi-
cated to the Most Precious Blood.  Various relics
were brought to the sanctuary among which was
that of the Most Precious Blood of Christ.  Since
1992 the sanctuary has been under the care of the
monks of St. Paul of the Desert.
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Sanctuary of the Most Precious BloodRelic of the Holy Blood

Interior of the Sanctuary
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